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Repeat photography  (sometimes abbreviated 
RP) is the art and science of precisely retaking historical 
photographs in order to document, analyse and under-
stand change. During our 2-year project we prioritized 

well-captured and reliably relocated scenes, offering oppor-
tunities to examine successional change in vegetational 

communities, and in some cases landform evolution. 

SEAWEAD: Southeast Alaska Wilderness Exploration 
Analysis and Discovery: www.seawead.org

Discovery Southeast, connecting people with 
nature since 1989: www.discoverysoutheast.org

www.juneaunature.org

Repeat photography field journals, 2005
Part 1: aerial obliques 

Project team:  Richard Carstensen & Kathy Hocker  •  SEAWEAD/Discovery Southeast  
Administered by: Michael Shephard  •  USFS/State & Private Forestry
Project title: Documenting change through repeat photography in Southeast Alaska, 2004-2005

Preface to ‘2nd edition,’ 2013:
Edition-1’ of this report was written in fall of 2005, summarizing the second year of a 2-year study that Kathy Hocker and I 
conducted through Bob Christensen’s organization SEAWEAD, under funding from USFS/State & Private Forestry, in coop-
eration with Michael Shepard. Although we did this work almost a decade ago, I still refer to it and cite it frequently. 

Building report archives for our new Discovery Southeast website (www.juneaunature.org), I’m updating and reformating 
the 2005 field summary. It’s now divided into 2 parts: aerial obliques and ground photos. Because nearly all of the original 
aerials were taken by the US Navy in 1926 and 1929, this report begins with a short history of that mission.

Journal layout for edition-2 is in horizontal format suited to tablets and on-screen reading. Our experience has been that 
few readers (including us) print out multi-page full-color reports; it’s expensive, laborious and wasteful. We conclude that 
vertical (portrait) layout, based upon dimensions of an 8.5x11-inch paper page, is illogical in the world of horizontal (land-
scape) screens. Also, regardless of expense issues, color maps and photography look better—and text is more easily searched, 
scaled and navigated—on today’s high-res tablets, using free or inexpensive pdf apps such as EZpdfReader (android) or 
Goodreader (Ipad/iPhone). I hope you enjoy the result. 

Although this document is in field-journal style, giving daily reports of our adventures, it’s also a how-to manual, explain-
ing tricks, field methods, and photo-processing techniques we evolved over 2 summers of repeat photography in the air and on 
the ground. 

    
Conventions: First letter in photo ID numbers—g or ob—refers to ground-based or aerial oblique. The next 2 numbers repre-
sent the biogeographical province. (Carstensen, Schoen & Albert, 2007, in Schoen & Dovichin, eds). For example ob09001 is 
a aerial oblique photo in Taku province #9, and it’s the first image in our collection for that province. IDs beginning ob07 . . . 
are in Admiralty province #7.

Date format: YYYYMMDD. Eg; 20050608 = June 8th, 2005.    
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Navy aerials, 1926-29
The Alaskan Aerial Survey Expedition (AASE) 
The primary purpose of the Navy’s photo expedition to Southeast in 
1926 and 1929 was to acquire vertical imagery for mapping at a scale 
of 1:20,000. They flew at 10,000 feet for these photos, which were shot 
with special tri-lens cameras (T-1) that took 3 photos simultaneously; a 
vertical and two obliques, thus achieving wide coverage of the landscape. 
The mapping photography was taken through hatches in the bottom of 
amphibious biplanes (Sargent & Moffit, 1929).

In addition to this systematic vertical coverage on preplanned flight-
lines, the Navy took hundreds of pictures over the side of the open-air 
cockpits. Most appear to have been taken between 2000 and 5000 feet 
and have excellent detail. These are the photos we have been trying to 
replicate.

The first 1926 mission is well documented. But because these side-view 
photos were clearly secondary in importance to the vertical “triplicates,” 
we haven’t learned much about them. According to USGS Bull. #797 by 

Sargent & Moffit (1929), a Fairchild camera 
was used for the 1926 side-view oblique 
photos. They were taken primarily for the 
Forest Service (thus the common label “timber” 
on many of the big-tree scenes) but also for 
other agencies such as the bureau of lighthous-
es. Lieutenant Ben Wyatt, the expedition leader, 
took many of these oblique photos.

It seems as though the obliques were taken 
on separate missions from the vertical trip-
licates. Only a few appear to be from 10,000 feet. There were 3 members on the vertical (mapping) 
missions: pilot, navigator and photographer. They must all have been too preoccupied with staying on 
course and in timing their shots for proper overlap to be shooting additional scenics out the side of the 
plane. 

The Fairchild K-3B aerial mapping camera was invented in the 1920s. It produced 9.5”X9.5” nega-
tives and became standard equipment on military and some private air mapping missions.

Far left:
The mission 
was flown with 3 
Loening amphib-
ian biplanes.

Left: Fairchild 
mapping camera 

Right: Hand-
drawn index to 
coverage of the 
1926 obliques. 
We don’t have 
one for the 1929s
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20050807  Taku River
We tried out our aerial photo retake proce-
dure today for the first time, with mixed 
success. Butch Laughlin of Fly’N’Fish air 
charters was our pilot. We’ve been pretty 
much on-hold for the past 2 weeks, waiting 
for uninterrupted rains to let up enough to 
fly some repeat photography. Finally the 
weather broke; forecast is for a solid week 
of sunny skies.

Butch met us at the airport at 5 pm. His 
only opening window is on the pilot side. 
Kathy sat behind him to shoot out that 
window with our RP Minolta, while I sat 
in the front passenger seat and navigated 
with my Sony laptop using the GPS support 
toolbar in arcmap for real-time positioning 
relative to photo targets. 

Butch’s Cessna 206 doesn’t have a 
cigarette lighter so I relied on batteries to 
power my laptop. On my recent Prince of 
Wales photo flight in June it only lasted a 
little more than an hour. Bob Christensen 
suggested I remove it from the docking 
station to improve battery life. I did this and 
had no problems running for the duration 
of this aborted flight (and also got probably 
2+ hours out of it on subsequent flights with 
John Schoen).

I created a prospective flight line in 
arcmap that presented the left side of the 
plane to the photo-targets. Checking shad-
ows on the 1929 oblique Navy air photos, 

Hazy skies from interior forest fires forced us to turn back on our first aerial RP mission. Evening view 
into the Juneau Icefield.

we determined they were taken in the evening, which boded well for our 5 pm departure. What we didn’t anticipate was that 
although the air was plenty dry, it was murky; interior forest fires have been sending smoke haze down along the Taku corridor. We 
didn’t notice it at sea level near the airport, but as we climbed the haze became quite apparent. (PS it’s persisted for several days 
and is still obvious from downtown.)

Butch has a floatplane that takes about twice as long to gain elevation as wheel planes. We climbed out toward Lena and then 
turned back for Eaglecrest to get up to 4000 feet where Butch thought our first retake prospect at Salmon Creek dam should be 
taken. 
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Downloaded track of our flight. The arrows 
showing photo direction were calculated in 

arcscene and are pretty trustworthy. What is 
not so clear are the distance from photo-target 

along that line, and the elevation. 

Setting up an arcscene replication for the 1929 shot, I had estimated 2500 feet. We ended up shooting at 3400 feet. Study-
ing the photos afterward, I think the elevation was okay but we should have been a mile closer to the lake, and a bit left 
from our photopoint. You can see from fine detail in spruce foliage that Navy pilots were flying pretty close to the frontal 

ridge. Our retake is cropped; the GPS track shows 
we were 9000 feet SW of the dam.

The business of calculating positions from arcs-
cene is as much art as science. Once the replicated 
view is rotated and tipped to match the original 
scene as closely as possible, I copy the XY coor-
dinates from the view settings box and use them to 
create photopoints in the arcmap project that are 
dependably in the correct orientation to the photo 
target. The “Z” (elevation) figure is more problem-
atic. Sometimes it closely matches my estimate of 
elevation based on amount of tree detail, etc. At 
other times it tells me the plane was 15,000 feet in 
the air and 8 miles back from the photo target—
clearly higher than the navy ever flew. So the bear-
ing and vertical dip of the photoline are accurate, 
but the elevation and the distance along that 3D line 
from target is unreliable. Changing the scene angle 
(equivalent of the zoom adjustment on the camera?) 
doesn’t alter my XYZ positions. 

Still, arcscene gives me the enormous advantage 
of plotting an accurate 3D line from the plane to the 
target; all I have to do is slide the photopoint along 
this line to the likely distance from target. Usually 
the foreground forest detail gives good clues as to 
how close that was.   

So . . . onward up Taku Inlet to Norris Glacier. 
Butch thought my estimate of 8000 feet for the 
1929 photopoint was too high. We got up to about 
4000 feet by the time we lined up with the Norris. 
I think our horizontal alignment was right on, but 
we should have been higher and closer to Grizzly 
Bar (foreground of shot), maybe at about 6000 feet. 
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This is illustrated on our flight-route map by the green versus black dots. Because we 
were too low and far away, Kathy was forced to shoot zoomed-in compared to the 1929 
wide-angle scene. 

When I overlaid today’s shot on top of the 1929 in Photoshop, I stretched our 
repeat photo on the vertical axis by about 30% to make it roughly fit the skyline and 
foreground. It’s interesting that your eye doesn’t pick up such distortions in landscape 
scenes; if you stretched a person’s face by even 3% it would be quite unnatural looking. 

By the time we finished the Norris shots it grew obvious that long-distance views 
required for these Taku River retakes were degraded by smoke haze. We decided not to 
waste gas flying all the way up to the border as originally planned, because the haze just 
got worse over towards Canada. Instead we finished with a loop up the Taku, swinging 
back south to give Kathy a shot upriver (ob9008). Then we headed home via Gastineau 
Channel.

By the time we  got positioned for the upriver shot Butch’s altimeter read 6000 feet. 
This elevation is probably close to that of the Navy original but we needed to be closer 
to Twin lake. We also could have flown more perpendicular to the shot (straight south) 
to get the strut out of the view.

Our repeat photo looks pretty dim, but that’s nothing compared to how it originally 
appeared. I’ve upped the contrast as high as it will go without totally bleaching the 
background peaks. Oh well, at least you can make out the vegetation on bar islands, etc, 
and easily scan for changes. 

As in the Norris retake, when I overlaid the upriver retake onto the original in Photo-
shop I had to rotate, crop and vertically distort the layer to make things line up. Being 
too far away from the photo foreground is similar to being too low; it tends to make 
your scene lie down too flat. The digital photo specs say the zoom setting was 28mm 
film equivalent. I cropped  it down to only the center half or so of the view to match the 
1929 original. 

We headed back down Taku Inlet, hoping the smoke haze would be less severe at 
Sheep Creek valley, where we have a 1926 oblique. 

For this one, Kathy passed the Minolta over to me on the right side of the plane so 
we wouldn’t have to loop back. In retrospect, we should have asked Butch to do that 
The combination of smoke haze and window reflections makes for a soft, streaked shot.

On this final approach to the runway we had dropped to my suggested elevation 

of 2000 or 25000 feet, which looks about right in comparison to the 1929 shot. We 
were flying NW up the back edge of the Douglas marine terrace. I was shooting from 
memory—didn’t bring along the photo because we hadn’t anticipated the opportunity 
—and didn’t include enough of the left (nw) side of the creek mouth. I also didn’t start 
shooting quite early enough. Not bad for a memory shot though, as far as composition 
goes.

Some general conclusions: 
In hazy conditions like today’s, the closer to the photo target the better. Even if we have 
to fly closer than the original shot and use a wider angle lens, the improved clarity is 
worth the distortion. Kathy later pointed out that flying in the evening further exacer-
bated the haze because of the lower sun angle.

I’m guessing the Navy cameras were fixed at somewhere between 35 and 50 mm. 
Our first two retakes, at 80 and 75mm, make backgrounds seem larger relative to 
foregrounds.

It would pay to always take up as complete a photo collection as possible on these 
trips, regardless of the planned itinerary. The flight may be altered for unforeseen 
reasons—haze in today’s case but also things like shadow direction or turbulence—and 
it’s nice to have the resources to make a rapid about-face and go to a plan-B photo 
target.1 

1  PS 2013. Back in 2005, I printed out historical photos to refer to in the plane. Today, I can load an 
unlimited number to my tablet, and quickly flip to them as we approach each target scene. 
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RP ID#  ob09001
location:  Salmon Creek reservoir
date retaken: 20050807 
observers: KH, RC, BL  
date original: 19290628
photographer: US Navy ID#  FS-Z47
subject: constructed reservoir
retake photographer: Kathy Hocker 
time: 1731   elev: 3400 feet   
bearing: 60o N:  58.3259o  W: 134.4396o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm
lens:  80mm  spd/f-stop: 1/200  f6.3  

Salmon Creek Reservoir  This is the project’s first historical perspec-
tive on dynamics of deciduous avalanche communities. There are 2 different 
slide-prone slopes facing the same direction at about the same elevation: A and 
B. Main difference is that slope A has more accumulation area above and has 
continued to be swept clean during the past 76 years, preventing conifer estab-
lishment except around the fringes. Slope B, about the same pitch and aspect 
but lacking build-up area above, has had more obvious colonization by scattered 
spruces.

At C in the 1929 photo the valley bottom was freshly logged. It’s grown back in 
with smooth-canopied forest. 

In the retake it’s easy to tell the difference between spruce and hemlock 
stands by their greater height, gappier texture and greyer-green coloration. 
In addition to the open-grown spruces that have popped up where they were 

completely lacking in 1929, the pre-existing stands appear to be 20 to 50% 
taller. That, plus extreme spruce dominance suggests most foreground stands 
are first-generation forests. Perhaps the entire foreground was swept by slides 
at the peak of the Little Ice Age.  

Close inspection of the 2005 photo shows a bathtub ring of early seral shrub-
forbs just up-lake from the dam on left side.. Apparently the lake level has not 
often reached the top of the dam during the past decade. 
 

A

B

C

1929 2005
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RP ID#  ob09007
location:  Norris Glacier
date retaken: 20050807 
observers: KH, RC, BL 
date original: 19290802
photographer: US Navy 
ID#  GS-Z55
subject: receding glacier, 
raw outwash
retake photographer: K Hocker 
time: 1739 elev: ~4000 feet   
bearing: 315o 
N: 58.3493o  W: 134.0043o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M Dimage 
A2  28-200mm 
lens:  75mm  spd/f-stop: 1/320  f8  

Norris Glacier and Grizzly Bar  This is one of 
the most dynamic glacial forelands in Southeast. The Norris 
receded about a mile between its 1929 and 2005 positions, 
uncovering a proglacial lake, while the Taku advanced by an 
even greater amount. The Taku is one of the few advancing 
glaciers in our region. 

Historical terminus positions are shown on the 1996 digital 
orthoquad, next page. A vast amount of dead ice that extended 
from the Norris toward the Taku snout in 1996 has melted away 
in just 9 years, probably due to a combination of global warming 
and the rapid melting that occurs in lakes. 

Succession on Grizzly Bar has been patchy in response to 
variations in soil drainage. Catherine Pohl surveyed vegetation 
here for Juneau Ranger District in 1998. NWI maps incorrectly 
show the open, non-forested flats as wetland. They instead 
proved to be lichen communities on coarse, excessively drained 

1929 2005

1960s?

Right: USFS 
collection, no 

date but prob-
ably ~1960s. 

Orientation 
is different 

(looking up 
Taku instead 
of Norris) but 

this one gives 
an intermedi-
ate historical 

perspective on 
ice recession 

and succession 
on Grizzly Bar.
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outwash. Only the dark stringers in the foreground of the 1929 shot are conifer forest. The rest of 
the invading brushy woodland is mostly Sitka alder and cottonwood on mesic soils. Subalpine fir 
has also colonized Grizzly Bar from source populations upriver.

1996 orthophoto 
with ice positions.

Undated photo 
looking south-

west across 
Taku to Norris. 

Comparing with 
ice positions on 
orthophoto, this 
would probably 
be sometime in 

the 1970s.
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RP ID#  ob09009     location:  Twin Glacier Lake     
date retaken: 20050807    observers: KH, RC, BL      date original: 19290802     
photographer: US Navy  ID# FS-Z-52   subject: NE up Taku River  
retake photographer: Kathy Hocker   time: 1749  
elev: ~6000 feet   bearing: 75o    N:  58.5054o     W: 134.0572o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm  
lens:  30mm  spd/f-stop: 1/320  f8 

Twin Glacier Lake and Taku River  At peak Little Ice Age, the merged 
Twin Glaciers pushed out into Taku River, depositing a terminal and several reces-
sional moraines that now enclose a lake. Today these glaciers present only small 
faces to the lake but in 1929 they extended into it, choking the water with icebergs 
(see retakes on 20050811).

The most obvious differences between the 1929 and 2005 photos are in the 
amount of cottonwood forest on the river bars. The Taku is still a famously volatile 
river, subject to periodic glacial outburst floods originating in Canada. But appar-
ently these floods have not prohibited deciduous woodland from encroaching into 
the less active parts of the floodplain. This growth has been most extensive at sites 
A, B and C.

The opposite trend is apparent at D, where there was brush and cottonwood 
along an abandoned outwash channel in 1929 that has since disappeared. The 
likeliest cause is beaver-damming near the Taku confluence, which created the 
largest treeless marsh in the 2005 scene. 

The Wright Glacier (E) has retreated and downwasted dramatically over the 
past 76 years. This glacier heads in BC and is the largest on the south side of Taku 
River.

A

B

C

D

E

1929

2005
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RP ID#  ob09003 
location:  Sheep Creek
date retaken: 20050807 
observers: KH, RC, BL 
date original: 1926
photographer: US Navy ID#  214841
subject: Thane mine at Sheep Creek
retake photographer:  RC 
time: 1805   elev: ~2000 feet   
bearing: 40o N: 58.2449o  W: 134.3589o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M Dimage 
A2  28-200mm

Thane Mine and lower Sheep Creek  Kathy Hocker has retaken 
a water-based view of this scene, and ground-truthed some of the successional 
habitats. Letters A, B and C correspond to lines of yellow, red and blue dots 
denoting community boundaries. Absence of snow indicates a late-summer shot. 

Below line A is even-aged forest resulting from logging—probably around the 
turn of the century judging from tree size. Surroundings of the Thane mine build-
ing are much more freshly cleared. Between 1926 and 2005 the “A-stand” cutover 
forest grew slowly. I assume they are mostly hemlocks but we should do a ground 
check. 

Red dots (B) show conifer a forest-limit that hardly changed over the 76-year 
interval. Forest-limit from here southeastward to Taku Inlet is anomalously low, 
possibly related to ferocious Taku winds in winter. 

Blue dots (C) show the upper limit of alder brush. Although this has filled in 

slightly over 76 years, the change is not as extensive as in places we 
documented near Mount Roberts Tram over a shorter interval. Essentially 
no upslope colonization by brush can be seen. 

Although the higher tide in 2005 makes comparison difficult, Sheep 
Creek delta looks more “raw” in the 1926 shot. No doubt it had received 
fresh sediment from mining upstream. 

AB

C

1926 2005
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20050810  Admiralty Island
John Schoen came through Juneau with his plane as part of the Audubon conservation assessment project. Basing first in Sitka and 
then Ketchikan, he has now flown, scored and photographed almost every “high value” watershed in Southeast. He’ll complete all 
of them after 2 more days flying out of Juneau.1  

I’d proposed flying some of the local VCUs with John, using real-time arcmap navigation on my laptop, to see what additional 
values the technology might lend to his watershed reconnaissance. Dave also brought along his laptop, not for navigation but to ‘air-
truth’ some new landscape-conformation models he’s created from DEMs.

Although repeat photography was obviously not the primary goal of the flight, John was okay with the idea of recapturing some 
of the Navy aerial obliques, so long as they didn’t slow us down in our ambitious and wide-ranging tour. That meant that if I missed 
on the first pass, circling for a second attempt was not an option. But the plus side of this all-Admiralty tour from the RP perspective 
was that even if I didn’t frame the shots exactly right, I’d get to do a lot of them; there are 9 potentials in the Navy series for this 
part of Admiralty (mostly 1926).2 

As the first 3 photos in the following series illustrate, even this island we think of as “saved” has had major logging impacts.
I sat in the right-front passenger seat and Dave sat in the left-rear behind John. I slid my seat all the way back so that my opened 

laptop wouldn’t be in the way of the right-side steering wheel when John pulled back on it. In the narrow Cessna 180 it was easy for 
either Dave or me to lean across and shoot out the opposite side, which is an advantage over bigger planes like Butch’s 206. With 
my slid-back seat I could aim out the left-side window behind John without blocking his view. As on the Taku flight, I navigated 
with my laptop in ArcMap.3 

John’s windows are not easy to open at flight speed, so we shot through the glass.  There was definitely still smoke haze from 
interior fires, but we flew between 1:30 and 4:20 PM when the sun angle was higher than on our evening Taku venture, and we 

1 Dave Albert conducted Marxan modelling for all Southeast VCUs, and ranked them high/medium/low in value within each biogeographic province. Factors 
include bear and deer habitat, large trees, salmon, etc. John’s independent ‘air-truth’ ranking is partially a means of testing validity of the Marxan models. He 
gives a 1, 2 or 3 score to features like riparian and upland large-trees, subalpine meadows, human impacts, etc. (Schoen & Dovichin, eds, 2007) 
2  PS: Those 9 Navy aerials were just the ones I was aware of at the time of our loop. I subsequently received scans from Mark Riley and discovered there 
were at least 40. See notes from 0511 flight. 
3  PS 2013. Although having a laptop aboard for navigation does have advantages, I’ve since learned that I can upload tracks and waypoints to a garmin gps. 
This resolves the battery-time issue, yet still allows a pre-trip calculation of photopoints in arcscene, and real-time navigation to those points.  

Our route on 20050810. Lighting and orientation wasn’t always great, but there is definitely a lot of worthwhile information in the comparisons. And we still 
haven’t dipped into our transportation budget for air fare! All this preparation will hopefully make our efficiency much greater when we do begin paying for char-
ters. Lacking the leisure to make second passes results in some misalignments. For example, in the Jim’s Cove shot and the 2 at Kathleen and Florence, the 
Navy was positioned higher, farther out, and shot earlier (farther south). The difference between estimated positions for the 1929 photos and mine are shown 
by green and black dots on the enlarged route map. Although these differences are easy to detect when toggling on and off in Photoshop, I’m not positive we’ll 
be able to confirm them quickly in the air on future RP missions, when deciding whether to make another loop for second attempts. On such loops it is easy to 
become disoriented, and the real-time arcmap navigation becomes especially valuable for getting the plane back to the presumed photopoint. 
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were farther from the source of smoke. We also tended to shoot at closer ranges 
than the scenes on Taku River. Altogether, these differences made for brighter, more 
attractive shots than the ones from the Taku flight. I started out with the Minolta 8M 
Dimage, and when the card was full I switched to my personal camera—a Panasonic 
DMC FZ10, 4M, 12x zoom with image stabilization. The last 3 of 7 RP shots were 
with the Panasonic.

Approaching prospective photopoints, I divided my attention between the land-
scape below, the printout of the historic photo, and the laptop screen. I had drawn 
crosshairs across the 1926 photo copies to determine scene centerpoints, and tried 
to fix these in memory. On the Minolta there’s an option to superimpose a similar 
crosshair onto the viewfinder window, and I would try to center this on the appropri-
ate target. I used the motion of the plane icon on the laptop to estimate how many 
seconds it would take us to arrive at the 1929 photo position. When we were just a 
few seconds away I began shooting, and continued to fire at about 2-second intervals 
until we were obviously beyond the proper alignment. Later, in the editing session, I 
selected the shot with the best alignment.4 

4  Before the Taku flight with Kathy we experimented with continuous-fire mode while driving down 
Egan Expressway. In the air this is usually counterproductive. The Minolta shoots 2 to 3 frames per 
second in this mode. If you are flying at over 2000 feet, a half-second doesn’t represent much change 
in perspective. On the down side, after a rapid-fire burst, the camera is locked up while it writes 
images to memory. If you start shooting too soon, you may be out of luck. Better to manually fire every 
2 seconds or so. One situation where the continuous-fire mode may come in handy (that we haven’t 
yet had occasion to test) is in very low elevation shots of scenes like canneries. At less than 1000 feet, 
the ability to shoot 2 or 3 times per second will be useful. It sure is exciting when you nail it! 

 It was an awesome flight. John flew Admiralty a lot during his days of deer and bear 
research, and he didn’t need my laptop to stay oriented during the loops through pre-selected 
VCUs (checking out everything from bottomland large-tree forest to lush subalpine mead-
ows). But having the tree-size layer open in the arcmap project, combined with an arrow 
icon showing the real-time plane position was a great way to air-truth the validity of the 
forest structure maps. We ended up concluding that it captures the distribution of large trees 
fairly well. After flying the spectacular but usually unproductive Baranof and Chichagof 
islands, John kept repeating what a wonderful island Admiralty was, habitat-wise, and how 
lucky we were to have it as wilderness. 

We flew the island counter-clockwise, crossing at Hawk Inlet and running down the west 
coast to Tyee. Our return route took us up through Seymour Canal and then out through 
Admiralty Cove. Sun angle was critical to image quality. Often I didn’t even bother shooting 
out my side when the glare and backlighting was prohibitive. But if the shot was important, 
John circled to put us at a better angle. Being a photographer himself he was skilled at 
setting up these shots.  

Left: John’s 180.  Right: Unplanned stereo pair in 
Pybus Bay. According to my EXIF data, these shots 
were taken 11 seconds apart. That was okay for 3D 
in mid and far distance, but in the foreground my 
photopoint separation was too great.

PS: 2013  Since this flight, availability of high-
capacity SD cards has eliminated need to ration 
photos; shots only a few seconds apart offer many 
great planned and unplanned stereo opportunities. 
More importantly, high-res tablets that lie flat on a 
desk are excellent for viewing stereo pairs under an 
inexpensive pocket stereoscope. 
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In addition to mapping, one of the purposes of the 1926-1929 Navy air surveys was 
a collaborative effort with the Forest Service to identify the best stands of timber for 
eventual logging. Many of the air obliques are actually labelled “timber.” So it was 
natural that they keyed in on the area from Cube Cove south to Florence Lake, where 
almost uninterrupted conifer forest extends from sea-level nearly to the ridge tops—the 
land eventually selected by Shee Atika. The first 3 of my historical retakes were in this 
area. The Navy also documented the timber prospects in Whitewater Bay and Eliza 
Harbor, both of which have since been logged. I didn’t get to retake the Eliza shot.

Next, we swung inland to the Salt Lake at the head of Mitchell Bay. Coming back 
out to the coast, we succeeded in almost exactly capturing the 1929 shot looking north-
west up Favorite Bay. 

We got wonderful photos of Hood and Chaik bays en route to Whitewater, where I 
got the 5th retake. From there we ran down the southern spine of the island to Tyee, and 
back up the east side to Pybus Bay. This is the only Navy oblique of the 7 retaken today 
that has no clearcutting impacts I can discern (certainly there was selective logging).

My last retake at Admiralty Cove was almost an afterthought, because the lighting 
was so bad. I’m glad I did it though, because even though it’ s murky, out of alignment, 
and esthetically unappealing, you can easily scan for changes since 1929. Combined 
with the lovely close-ups of the cove that I got while circling earlier, the Admiralty 
Cove comparison is educational. 

Back home, I set up several alternate ‘actions’ in Photoshop for multi-image adjust-
ments in brightness and contrast. Bob Christensen showed me how to do this on our 
recent Ground-truthing expedition and it’s a time-saver when you have 200+ photos 
that are all a bit too light and misty looking. With a Photoshop ‘action’ you simply call 
them up sequentially and hit one of 3 different user-specified function keys.

 
General conclusions: 
Compared to the Taku flight I’m pleased with the quality of the photos from our Admi-
ralty circumnavigation. One blemish; about a quarter of the shots have a blurry spot 
in the lower portion that resulted from shooting at an angle down through the closed 
window. Apparently there was a defect in the window glass. In certain lighting condi-
tions I also got reflections off the window, mostly in the corners of the images.

The Admiralty Cove experience shows that we should never pass up a shot just 

because lighting is bad. There is always some information you can pull out of even 
the worst photograph. A good solution is to shoot the retake in poor lighting and then 
circle into a better position to get the needed details. At Admiralty Cove it’s quite easy 
to compare the 1929 to my low oblique, even though they were shot at right angles to 
each other. 

The ideal plane for repeat photography should have the following features. If we are 
chartering we should insist on as many as possible of them:

• Opening windows on both sides for 2 photographers. Lacking this, a long right-side 
opening window that both photographers can use simultaneously.

• Window glass without scratches or distortion for times when opening isn’t 
advisable. 

• Wheels versus floats for faster climbing and ability to change elevations to match a 
diversity of original photopoints.

• Narrow versus wide cabin for easy shooting out both sides without unbuckling seat 
belts. 
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RP ID#  ob07005
location:  Peanut & Kathleen from Jim’s Cove
date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS 
date original: 1926 US Navy      
ID#  220950
retake photographer: RC
time: 1351  elev: ~2000 feet   bearing: 75o 
N:57.89o  W: 134.75o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm 
lens:  50mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/160  f5.6

Peanut & Kathleen Lakes  The country from Cube Cove to Florence Lake was selected by Shee Atika 
corporation and logged to the property boundaries. This photo-pair and the 2 following show quality of forest 
removed. The foreground is in Wilderness, not selected by Shee Atika because part was previously logged and the 
remainder of mediocre quality (compare tree-size map on following page).

The goal of our repeat photography project is not to document logging or development—or even habitat condi-
tions preceding such events—but rather the reverse: to show natural recovery from various natural and anthro-
pogenic disturbances. In left foreground, 1926, is a patch of pre-chainsaw clearcutting, probably an early A-frame 
project. This logging continued after 1926, eventually consuming ~30 acres of forest north of Jim’s Cove. On my 
2005 retake I’ve outlined edges of this cut with yellow dots. The ~70-year stand can be clearly made out because 
of smooth-textured, interlocking tree canopies. The difference in perspective makes it challenging to compare this 
foreground area in the two shots. 

Although Admiralty Monument has records for 1913 and 1916 cuts near Cube cove, I don’t think the Jim’s Cove 
second growth-patch is in the USFS database.

Loca-
tions of 1926 

(green) and 
2005 (black) 

photos. 
Arrows are 
estimated 

position/
bearing from 

arcscene 
replications

1926 2005
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RP ID#  ob07002
location:  Lakes Peanut & Kathleen
date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS   
date original: 1926
photographer: US Navy 
ID#  220949
retake photographer: RC
time: 1352   elev: ~2000 feet   
bearing: 90o N:  57.91o  W: 134.74o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm 
lens:  35mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/200  f5.6  

Peanut & Kathleen Lakes  In 1926 the country surrounding lakes Kathleen and Peanut was a 
plush carpet of large-tree forest. This was an exceptional situation for the northern islands (the “ABCs”) where 
typically the large trees are confined to relatively discrete patches in alluvial bottomlands. Only prelogging 
Prince of Wales and northern Kuiu could equal this vast extent of forest uninterrupted by wetlands or shrub 
habitat.

The zigzag clearcut borders in the 2005 scene result from the east-west and north-south property lines of 
Shee Atika corporation. Pale grey areas have been logged only in the past few years. The surviving patch of 
forest on the near side of Peanut Lake has been saved for last; it’s mapped as “medium-tree forest.” 

The map on right gives a perspective on the systematic high-grading of the large-tree forest. The tree-size 
layer used here is derived from the original TIMTYP database and breaks out former volume class 6 and 7 
as “large trees.” These stands constitute only a tiny portion of the commercial forest lands of the Tongass. 
Almost all of these stands of very large trees (darkest green) on this part of Admiralty fell within the corpora-
tion boundaries. The most extensive patches surrounded Peanut Lake and the north-facing (wind-protected) 
slopes south of Ward Creek.

1926 2005
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Lake Florence  Lake Florence was in almost unbroken hemlock/spruce 
forest. Recall, however, that on the tree-size map, slopes N of the lake are 
typed medium-tree while the S side included more large-tree patches. This is 
typical of wind-exposed versus lee slopes. If the S-facing forests were mature-
but-sub-old-growth, as they appear to be on the 1926 shot, they may have 
contained more volume per acre than the more heterogenous forests of the 
north slopes. Both types of forest provide good winter deer habitat, but the 
even-aged, south-facing stands score higher on the Kirchhoff/Hanley quick 
cruise than do north-facing old-growth stands.

Most foreground forest is typed as medium tree size. Tree color in 2005 shot 
suggests even mix of spruce and hemlock. Comparing coastal fringe, there 

appears to have been little change. Distinct uplift meadows and parkland 
occur as far south as Hood and Chaik Bays on this side of Admiralty, but 
tend to be more obvious on gently shoaling beaches. 

The only hint of uplift forest is at the extreme lower left in the 2005 
photo. A line of spruces can be seen here that are only half as tall as the 
old-growth behind them. Studying the same stretch of beach in the 1926 
view, these short trees are largely missing. Either the line of new-growth is 
growing on raised tideland or else there was a disturbance like blowdown 
or logging at some time after 1926, and young spruces are filling in that 
space. 

RP ID# ob07001   location: Lake Florence
date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS 
date original: 1926
ID#  220951 
retake photographer: RC 
time: 140 elev: ~2000 feet   
bearing: 75o N: 57.79o W: 134.76o  
camera:  Minolta Dimage A2  28-200mm 
lens: 55mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/200  f5.6  

1926 2005
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RP ID#  ob07006  
location: Favorite Bay, Angoon
date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS 
date original: 1926
ID# 220963
subject: clearcuts, uplift
retake photographer: R. Carstensen 
time: 1425   elev: ~2000 feet   
bearing: 305o N:  57.47o  W: 134.48o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm 
lens:  50mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/125  f5.6  

Angoon & Favorite Bay  Of all of our 
aerial RP shots so far, this one of Favorite Bay 
comes closest to perfect alignment. Distance is 
hazy, but foreground has good detail.

Flat topography inland from Angoon is geologi-
cally unique: low-grade marble on the peninsula; 
tertiary sedimentaries bearing deciduous leaf 
impressions to the east. Forest habitats here are 
equally unique. 

USFS forester Jim Russell of Sitka has a cabin 
at Angoon and has spent a lot of time in the woods 
here. He was surprised how much logging there 

1926

2005

continued in 2 pages

A

B

C

had been near Angoon. Stuff that Jim originally figured was blowdown turned out to be pre-chainsaw 
clearcuts. USFS’s “managed stands” layer for clearcuts doesn’t include Admiralty. But the first edition of 
Alaska Geographic’s Admiralty: Island in Contention (1970) has a foldout map of the island with dated 
clearcuts. I scanned and georeferenced that map and created an admiralty-cuts layer by tracing the unit 
boundaries, referring to both DOQs and stereo photos for corroboration. I found the mapped polygons 
highly imprecise, so my new shapefile is a value-added product. Extent of older cuts—where air photos 
only vaguely hint at contact with old growth—should be taken with a grain of salt, as should the dates. 
Cuts are superimposed on ortho, next page. 

The most obvious fresh disturbance in the 1926 photo is the clearcut at A. This was prior to the devel-
opment of chainsaws–a time when selective logging was more common than clearcutting. The dated cuts 
layer says this stand was logged in 1923, which would have made it 3 years old. I’ve outlined the smooth-
canopied second-growth stand there on the 2005 retake.

In 2001, Kathy Hocker and I cored trees in the young stand at B just north of downtown Angoon 
that was apparently logged around 1940. Oddly, that area had a smooth canopy even in the 1926 shot, 
indicating a young-growth stand. If it was already second growth in 1926 that could mean this is one 
of the rare Southeast examples of a ‘third-growth’ forest. To my knowledge, only Sitka has had white 
folks around long enough to boast more than one rotation. But if there’s anyplace else in Southeast that 
you might expect very early clearcuts, it would be immediately adjacent to the older towns. Note on the 
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Below: Kathy Hocker coring a spruce in third-growth forest 
just north of Angoon (site A on 1929 photo) to determine 
approximate date of logging. It appears that this site may 
have been cut more than once.

1980 aerial of 
downtown Angoon 
shows the even-
aged post-logging 
stand. Arrow points 
to position of tree-
coring photo above.

1996 digital orthoquad (DOQ) exported from master RP arcmap 
project. Yellow arrow shows estimated position of Navy plane that I 
derived from arcscene replication. Black dot shows position on our 
flight line where I shot the retake. Green dot is my revised guess as to 
the Navy photopoint. Comparing the 2 shots, I think we were in almost 
exactly the same position.

Pink outlines with dates show clearcuts. I’ve also overlaid the 
tree-size layer as a tinted transparency. Note how much less large-
tree forest there is here compared to Shee Atika selections. A lot of the 
forest—including third-growth patch north of town—is not even consid-
ered ‘productive old growth’ (POG).
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orthophoto that there was clearcut logging on Killisnoo Island in 1850 
and 1880. If the downtown stand was also first cut in, say, 1880, that 
would have made it about 46 years old in 1926. At re-entry time in 
1940, it would have been a limby but fairly high volume forest, much 
like the one we visited in 2001.

Compare the island at C in 1926 and 2005. Trees here are coloniz-
ing uplift surfaces. The spruces on the point just in front of this island 
have also extended outward, and are taller and fuller-canopied. 

The rate of glacial rebound at Angoon is thought to be about 0.25 
in/yr. This is not an iron-clad conclusion however. I have tree-ring 
evidence indicating uplift of 0.5 in/yr at Kake, which is even farther 
south of the main Little-Ice-Age build-up that we consider to be 
responsible for depression and subsequent recovery.  

Jim Russell also reminded me that some of the forest in Mitchell 
Bay is of fire origin. Makes sense considering that Angoon is in a 
rain-shadow and gets only about 45 inches per year. It’s quite possible 
that some of the stands in this scene are fire forests. As we flew over 
upper Mitchell Bay, John pointed out the ~175-year-old fire forest that 
he’d sent me a picture of for chapter 5 in our Southeast conservation 
assessment. (Carstensen, 2007b, in Schoen & Dovichin, eds).   

White dots show the outline of an even-aged stand in Kanalku Bay that burned around 1830. Inset photo by John Schoen was taken 147 
years after the fire.  

continued
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RP ID# ob07015   location Whitewater Bay   date retaken: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS  date original: 19290623 photographer: US Navy      
ID#  FS T03   subject: logging, uplift  

retake photographer: RC   time: 1447  elev: ~2000 ft  bearing: 97o  

N:  57.24o  W: 134.60o  camera: Panasonic 4M  DMC FZ10  35-420mm  
lens:  35mm  spd/f-stop: 1/200  f4  

Whitewater Bay   Logging of Whitewater Bay in 1960 tilted local and national opinion toward even-
tual wilderness designation for Admiralty. Bear-hunting luminaries like Ralph Young and Karl Lane were 
prodded into political activism. The strange bedfellows who saved Admiralty are frequently refered to as 
an “unlikely coalition.” Whitewater cemented them.

But the pre-1960 Whitewater Bay where Ralph Young loved to take his bear-hunting clients was 
already heavily altered. Monument records show a gigantic “1926” clearcut extending from the beach to 
about 500 feet on the north shore. The 1929 aerials show that in fact this logging had only just begun (A). 
My retake clearly picks up the boundary of this cut, which must have been completed sometime shortly 
after the 1929 shot.

Likewise, at B, there is a small opening where the database shows a larger “1924” clearcut. And on 
the south shore (C), only a portion of the “1920” cut existed in 1929. My retake agrees, however, with the 
eventual extent of this clearcut as shown on the DOQ. 

We approached Whitewater Bay from Chaik via a spectacular alpine pass. As we began to drop into 
this notorious watershed, John, who had flown it before, warned Dave and me to brace ourselves for a 
scene that looks more like Prince of Wales or Hoonah than Admiralty “Wilderness.” This was more like 
Starrigavan, or Maybeso, or Sitkoh, or . . . come to think of it, Florence Lake, Eliza Harbor, Ward Creek . . .

Admiralty Wilderness indeed.  
Also, note uplift spruces that grew in at position D on the 2005 retake.

1926

2005

A

B

C

D
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RP ID#  ob07003   location: Pybus Bay  date retaken: 20050810  observers: RC, DA, JS  
date original: 19290623  photographer: US Navy ID# FS T25

subject: uplift retake   photographer: RC   time: 1505   elev: <2000 feet   bearing: 320o 
N:  57.36o   W: 134.17o  camera:  Panasonic 4M  DMC FZ10  35-420mm 

lens:  50mm  spd/f-stop: 1/250  f4  

Pybus Bay  Subject line for each of the 5 preceding retakes included logging as the primary or at 
least secondary point of interest. If that seems odd in a wilderness area, recall that in 1929 Admiralty was 
no such thing. The Navy served its collaborators, including US Forest Service, anxious to build a timber 
economy in the underpopulated region. Logical photo targets were the best-timbered watersheds, all to be 
logged before wilderness designation.

Finally at Pybus, we come to a bay where the Monument maps show no clearcut logging. No doubt 

there’s been systematic removal of largest trees from all shoreline and up the larger streams, but none of 
this is detectable from air views. 

Partly because of this largely pristine character, intact salmon streams, and lovely convoluted estu-
aries, Pybus is home to the largest hunting and sport-fishing lodge on eastern Admiralty Island. This 
industrial-scale targeting of bear, salmon and halibut is another invisible impact (from the air anyway) to 
the wilderness character of Admiralty. 

My retake shot is on roughly the same bearing as the Navy’s original, but we were flying much lower—
probably less than 2000 feet. In the 1929 shot you can see over the snowy central island peaks to sea 
level on the Chatham Strait side, so they were probably flying above 5000 feet. I’ve stretched the retake 
vertically to make comparison easier.

Lighting is also more even and less contrasty in the 1929 shot. It’s truly impressive what they accom-
plished with the technology of that time (Carrier pigeons were used to convey messages!) 

The old-growth forest blanketing most of the 1929 scene has changed little in 76 years. The main 
changes are to the coastline, in the uplifting bay-head salt marsh and fringing spruce and alder stands. 
Taller spruces are evident on the 2 leftmost islands. Most of the uplift-related details are better seen in the 
close-up (non RP) oblique on page 14.

1926

2005
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Above: Orthophoto of Pybus bay-head. Tree-size color codes are keyed on preceding ortho. Pybus was 
one of the highest-scoring watersheds on Admiralty, both by Dave Albert’s marxan process and John’s 
aerial reconnaissance. This view shows only the largest of 3 ‘sub-bays,”’ all with extensive salt marshes 
and riparian large trees. 

I’ve outlined the back edge of the raised tidal surface with white dots. This corresponds to the break 
between A and B on the oblique 2005 photo. Seaward of the uplift spruce belt is a line of uplift alders at 
the mouth of a small creek. The northern end of this alder strip is visible in the lower right corner of the 
oblique.

Right: Eastward view from low over the head of Pybus Bay. Such low elevation perspectives offer much 
more information than the higher views typical of the Navy obliques. They did shoot features like light-
houses and canneries from low elevation but most of their natural scenes are higher.

Perhaps that’s just as well; it would be extremely challenging to properly recapture a shot like this from a 
rapidly moving plane, skimming the treetops. 

Note different color and texture between forests at A and B. A-stands are young spruce on level surfac-
es barely above extreme high water. B-forests are hemlock-dominated, on higher upland slopes. A-stands 
are growing on former tideland, elevated since the Little Ice Age. 

In the salt marsh you can distinguish 2 colors representing an important ecological break. The paler, 
more yellowish-green vegetation at C is Lyngbye sedge and other succulent halophytes (salt-tolerant 
plants). This belt is refered to as the low marsh. The darker greens at D are high-marsh grasses like 
Deschampsia and Elymus. 

The low-marsh community is much more important to grazers, seed-gleaners and rearing fish than the 
high-marsh grass belt. With glacial rebound, the low marsh invades mud flat and the high marsh invades 
low marsh. Better mapping of this break is needed for estuaries throughout Southeast Alaska.    

1996 2005
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date retaken: 20050810  observers: RC, DA, JS  date original: 19290622, US Navy FS T13 
subject: uplift   retake photographer: RC   time: 1606   elev: ~2000 feet   bearing: 153o 
N:  58.21o   W: 134.59o  camera:  Panasonic 4M  DMC FZ10  35-420mm    lens:  45mm  

spd/f-stop: 1/200  f4  

RP ID#  ob07004  location: Admiralty Cove

Admiralty Cove  Strong back-lighting made the view south to Admiralty 
Cove so problematic that I almost didn’t bother shooting it. I didn’t ask John to 
deviate from his homeward flight path to bring us into alignment. But I got some 
good close-ups of the estuary before heading out into Stephen’s Passage. The 
example on next page gives more detailed information about uplift succession 
in this cove than we could obtain with even the best lighting conditions from the 
fairly distant Navy photopoint. 

Uplift succession is more pronounced at Admiralty Cove than in any of the 
other retake pairs on the island. Two reasons: 1) This is the most extensive and 
gently shoaling estuary of the 7 RP pairs. 2) It’s the farthest north. In general, 
rate of glacial rebound increases northward as you approach the presumed 
center of Little Ice Age depression in Glacier Bay. The rate here in Admiralty 
Cove is thought to be roughly 0.5 in/yr, or twice that of Angoon.

Spruces at A (same labelling on the 1929 and oblique, next page) are colo-
nizing a wave-built spit. At B they’re moving onto better-drained microsites at 
back edge of the tidal marsh. At C, red alder has advanced onto fresh alluvial 
deposits at the mouth of Young Creek. 

We saw these stream-mouth alder stands repeatedly on our Admiralty flight. 
Because they are excellent wildlife habitat it would be interesting to map their 
distribution and study the depositional dynamics that lead to alder as opposed to 
other vegetation types.  

The island in the right foreground is a tombolo (an island that isn’t an island 
at low tide). Most of the forest on the south side is tall, even-aged, spruce-
dominated, and looks about 150 years old (although I haven’t cored). The most 
likely disturbance is wind. Perhaps this is part of Juneau’s widespread 1883 
blowdown forest, and just looks older because it’s on a more productive site and 
has more spruce.

At D on the 1929 shot there was a recent disturbance, enlarged in the inset. 
Defoliated, open-grown spruces suggest possibly fire, combined with logging 
that removed the other trees. To the right in the inset is a paler, smooth-canopied 
stand, probably cutover. 

Uplifting storm beaches are often aligned in a series of parallel ridges similar 
to dunes, higher and older with distance from high tide line. At E in the close-up 
oblique, next page, is a line of small spruces marking the most recent storm 
beach crest.

1929
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20050811 Taku & Lynn Canal 
Today was John’s last VCU air-truthing in Southeast. His goal was to check the high-rank-
ing (marxan) watersheds up Taku River and in Lynn Canal. Mary Beth Schoen and I came 
along to record and photograph. 

I again rode in the front passenger seat. Mary Beth took the left rear seat for photography 
and notetaking. We started out on the same route Kathy and I took with Butch last week up 
the Taku River. This time the haze was much reduced, and although the shots came out a 
little dim, I was able to darken and brighten them in Photoshop. Quality is better than the 
results of our 0807 trip. I retook 3 of 7 potential shots on Taku River.1

We crossed the border briefly into Canada, hooked back northwestward, and climbed up 
into the Juneau Icefield. We flew right by the face of Devil’s Paw, which I’ve admired at a 
distance for a quarter century but never been close to. 

Cathy asked me as I went out the door whether I’d packed sunglasses and I said I didn’t 
need them. That was based on a sunny-day loop over Admi-
ralty yesterday. I wasn’t thinking about what it might be 
like at 6000 feet under gleaming sun over a sea of ice. I had 
to close my eyes for recuperative periods to prevent snow-
blindness, and I spent part of the time reviewing the shots I’d 
taken in the viewfinder rather than looking out the windows.

Over the “dirty ice” of the Gilkey and Meade Glaciers my 
eyes got a rest. We flew back out to Lynn Canal along the 
Katzehin River corridor. John did a loop over the Chilkat 
Penninsula so I could photograph the mouth of the Katzehin. 
Then we ran down Sullivan Island and into Berner’s Bay, 
where I got repeat photographs of  the Antler and Berner’s 
Rivers.

After Berners we saw and shot a lot of great country, but no repeat Navy shots until 
Point Howard near the Couverden Islands. From there we headed home to Juneau Airport. 

1  PS 0816: I’ve just received a DVD of 1926–1929 obliques from Mark Riley at Geometronics, and it’s obvious 
we’ve only scratched the surface as far as potential historic aerials. For example, I just upgraded the collection 
for Admiralty and discovered that instead of 9 potentials there are 40. And that’s not including several that were 
of substandard quality, or showed areas with little prospect for successional change. 

Digital to film lens equivalents
I’m puzzled by conversions. My Minolta manual says 

focal length (zoom range) is 7.2—50.8mm, or in 35mm 
equivalent, 28—200mm.  28/7.2=3.9, & 200/50.8=3.9   

When you go into properties>summary>advanced to get 
photo specs, it gives you the digital figures. But everyone 

still relates more to old-fashioned film lens equivalents. 
So I’ve been multiplying by 3.9 for the Minolta.   My 

Panasonic, on the other hand, is listed as 6—72mm, or in 
35mm equivalent 35—420mm. 35/6=5.8, and 420/72=5.8.  

So I’ve been multiplying by 5.8 to get the Panasonic film 
lens equivalents. Don’t ask me why the 

Minolta with its wider angle (28mm) 
has digital specs at 7.2 

while the Panasonic with 
only 35mm is listed at 6. 

Good reason to stick 
with film equivalents 

I guess. 
 

Head of Gilkey Glacier draining 
Juneau Icefield to Berner’s Bay.
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1929 2005
RP ID ob09007 location:  Norris Glacier
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290802 ID#  GS-Z55
subject: receding glacier, raw outwash
retake photographer: R Carstensen 
time: 1114   elev: ~3000 feet   
bearing: 315o N:  58.37o W: 134.03o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm
lens:  70mm  spd/f-stop: 1/320  f8  

(Settings on first attempt, 0807:
lens:  75mm  spd/f-stop: 1/320  f8
shot at 4000 feet, 1739 hrs, with facing 
ridges in deep shadow. Interesting the 
speed and f-stop were identical.)

Norris Glacier  This pair is a re-retake. We first shot the Norris Glacier on 0807 in 
difficult lighting combined with smoke haze. Kathy Hocker’s shot was better aligned than 
this one, but there’s more detail here for features like Grizzly Bar vegetation.

This retake also more clearly shows the expanded snout of Taku Glacier on the right. 
Outflow from the Norris Glacier terminus lake eats away at the face of Taku Glacier, 
preventing further expansion along this front.

The photograph on right is looking west across the Taku to a glimpse of Norris Lake 
in the upper right. That the Taku is advancing here can clearly be seen by the overridden 
willow/cottonwood community in the lower center.

At the lower edge of the Norris retake you can see scattered spruce saplings coloniz-
ing similar shrub habitats–probably a response to glacial rebound as this is in a tidal 
reach of the lower Taku River. The yellowish green at extreme bottom is sedge wetland, 
contrasting with the greyer-green xeric lichen-turf openings farther back on Grizzly Bar. 

For more notes on successional change in the foreground, see comments and 
labelled orthophoto from 0807 flight.

2005
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RP ID#  ob09010   location:  Twin Glaciers  date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS  date original: 19290802 photographer: US Navy      
ID#  GS Z54  subject: receding glaciers, ogives
retake photographer: R Carstensen  time: 1121   elev: ~3000 ft   
bearing: 13o  N:  58.51o   W: 133.95o   
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm   
lens:  30mm  spd/f-stop: 1/320  f8  

Twin Lakes  My retake is poorly aligned. We were much lower than the 
Navy position and too far east (black versus green dot on the orthophoto 
below). Devil’s Paw (A), the highest of the Canadian boundary peaks, is visible 
to its base in the 1929 shot, but barely peeks over the intervening ridge in my 
2005 repeat photo.

The 1996 orthophoto on next page explains formation of Twin Glacier Lake. 
At the culmination of the Little Ice Age, the merged twins pushed south into 
Taku River. As they later receded, they left a pattern of curving terminal and 
recessional moraines that dammed a large lake. Today, jet boats with local 
knowledge can run up the central outlet stream into the lake.  

In 1929 the lake was choked with icebergs, but they were sparse in the 
1996 ortho and absent in my 2005 shot. The right-hand (eastern) twin has 
almost receded onto dry land. 

The transverse, downward-bulging lobate features (B) on the surfaces of 
both glaciers are called ogives. Considering the dynamism of their origin, it’s 
interesting that they have persisted on both glaciers for 76 years.

Rapidly downwasting glaciers leave clear bathtub rings in the form of barren 
rock slopes above their lateral margins. The unvegetated belt between the 
ice and C on the 1929 photo shows that the glacier had been shrinking for 
the previous several decades. A superficial comparison of this shot with 2005 
might indicate that the ice level is roughly the same. But in fact it has lowered 
by hundreds of feet. The inflection point at D makes a good benchmark. Notice 
that as the glacier downwasted, marginal brush advanced downslope, coloniz-
ing formerly bare talus.

On a 2003 visit to the Twin Glacier Lake outlet stream we found that subal-
pine fir was a strong component of the conifer forest on the moraines. Under-
story vegetation had a mix of coastal and boreal interior components. Northern 
bedstraw (Galium boreale) grows here.

A

B

C

D

D

1929

2005
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2005 1996

Above: Intermorainal ponds on the margin of Twin Lake. Photopoint is black dot on right 
side of 1996 orthophoto. 

Right: In 1996, calving still occurred off snout of the western glacier.
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B
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G

RP ID#  ob09013  location:  Tulsequah-Taku river confluence
date retaken: 20050811 observers: RC, JS, MS  date original: 19290802
photographer: US Navy ID#  FS-Z50   subject: Canadian river, bar island 
formation  retake photographer: R Carstensen  time: 1127   elev: ~3000 feet   
bearing: 45o  N:  58.593o  W: 133.63o  
camera:  Minolta 8.0M  Dimage A2  28-200mm    lens:  30mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/320  f6.3  

Tulsequah-Taku River confluence   Again, my alignment for this 
retake is off. Haze from the fires back in BC is obvious in the distance (photo 
contrast has been increased considerably in photoshop.) The Navy shot was 
taken well over the border into BC (green dot on map, next page), while mine 
(black dot) was taken while still in Alaska, and not far enough to the northeast 
along our flight line.

Still, by accounting for the altered perspective, you can make out corre-
sponding features on the 29 and 05 photos: A = Tulsequah River; B = Taku 
River; C = Stuhini Creek; D = Flannigan Slough; E = Tulsequah; F = “reference 
bar” labelled on both photos.  Once you’ve oriented to this reference bar, you 
can begin to compare the other bare and vegetated bar islands along the 
reach below the Taku/Tulsequah confluence. 

The main channel now flows through G, whereas in 1929 it was farther to 
the left (northwest) In migrating, it erased a cottonwood forest on one of the 
bar islands. Elsewhere, bar islands that were bare in 1929 have now grown 
in with cottonwoods. Overall, the balance of bare to vegetated islands has 
remained roughly constant, a sign of a still vigorously aggrading river (i.e. one 
that is still building up its flood plain). 

None of the islands or marginal forests have large amounts of spruce—a 
further indication of frequent overbank floods that favor cottonwood over coni-
fers. The Tulsequah river sends down jokulhlaups or glacial outburst floods. 
Juneau fisheries biologists report floating over riparian fireweed meadows in 
their skiffs during these events.

For detecting more subtle changes in disturbance, succession, deposition 
and erosion, vertical aerial photo sequences are more valuable than obliques. 
It would be fascinating to prepare a GIS sequence from 1929, 1948, and 
more current aerials for a reach within Southeast where we have better photo 
coverage.

Flannigan Slough (D) is a multi-braided overflow channel that snakes 
through the sedge wetlands in the left portion of both photos. The Canadian 
topographic map shows the point of origin where it splits off the Tulsequah 
river during high flows. On my retake, this slough is the silty stream running off 
the lower left corner. Although opaque, it is not quite as sediment-laden as the 
Taku main channel. We ran several miles up this slough in a jet boat during 
amphibian surveys in 2003. Comparing the positions of sloughs and wetlands 

1929

2005
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in the 1929 and 2005 shots, little channel migration can be detected. In contrast to the main Taku chan-
nel, the banks of sloughs are vegetated right to the water-line even during high flows. Sedge rhizome 
mats bind the soil and discourage channel migration.   

Similarly, little new colonization by brush or cottonwoods has occured in the Flannigan area; the 
water table is too consistently high. In a few cases, ponds on the 1929 shot are now filled in with sedge 
wet meadow.  

The Taku/Tulsequah confluence is the site of the controversial gold mine (historical location shown on 
map, left). Alaskans fear that roading, sedimentation and toxins may impact fisheries on this interna-
tional river system. 

Meade Glacier, source of Katzehin River, 
next page
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RP ID#  ob08018 
location:  Katzehin River
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290622
photographer: US Navy  
ID#  FS-Z-37a
subject: aggrading river
retake photographer: RC 
time: 1210   elev: ~3000 ft   
bearing: 20o  
N:  59.18o  W: 135.30o   
camera:  Minolta 8.0M Dimage A2  
28-200mm   lens:  75mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/250  f6.3  

Katzehin River mouth  The Katzehin River is fed by the enormous Meade Glacier that drains a portion of the Juneau Icefield nearly equal to that of the 
Taku Glacier. At the peak of the Little Ice Age it may have extended nearly into the far bend shown in the 1929 Navy shot. Bedrock, although largely unmapped, 
appears to be mostly granitic. The combination of relatively sterile, acidic parent rock and aggrading, constantly migrating channels makes this one of the least 
vegetated flood plains in Southeast. Recent bird surveys on the mainland rivers by Jim Johnson of USFWS and Bob Christensen of SEAWEAD found relatively 
low nesting densities for most songbird species on the Katzehin. It was also felt not to be an important connecting corridor with interior populations; the sprawling 
Meade Glacier in the Katzehin headwaters is not inviting to passerines.

My retake is to the right of the original so it takes a moment to match up corresponding features. Note the relative positions of A and B on the two shots.
 The most obvious changes to vegetation in this photo pair are at these points A and B near the river mouth. In this tidally-affected reach glacial rebound has 

elevated river bars above extreme high water, allowing colonization by decidous forest. Examination of 1979 photos indicates that almost all of the forest invasion 
at A has occurred in the past 20 years. 

On the 1929 photo, B marks the outermost extent of young spruce forest. In the 2005 retake, the former uplift meadow to the south (C) is replaced by 
cottonwoods. 

Upriver beyond the extent of tides, continued aggradation has not permitted much colonization of river bars. The spruces on the bar island at D have remained 
little changed over 76 years. 

  

1929 2005
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RP ID#  ob08001
location:  Berner’s River mouth
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290804
photographer: US Navy      
ID#  FS-Z62
subject: marshy river, forested levees
retake photographer: R Carstensen 
time: 1220   elev: ~2000 feet   
bearing: 345o N: 58.84o  W: 134.97o   
camera  Panasonic 4M  DMC FZ10  
35-420mm
lens:  85mm 
spd/f-stop: 1/500  f4.6  

Berners River   The Berners and Antler (next photo pair) Rivers form an interesting contrast to the naked Katzehin, as well as to the 
more active rivers in their own bay complex: the Lace and Gilkey. The Berner’s and Antler are formerly aggrading glacial rivers that have 
become relatively sedate streams meandering through marshy floodplains. The cause of these changes can be seen on the following map 
of the greater Berners watershed; while all of the glaciers here are receding, some continue to provide sediment and some have actually 
vanished. 

 The latter is true of several small cirque glaciers in the headwaters of Berners River north of Lionshead Mountain. During the Little Ice 
Age, perhaps 6 to 8 of these cirques contained glaciers that delivered sediment into the Berner’s River. Now only the 2 largest of these—both 
northeast-facing and with dirty snouts typical of wasting ice—still contribute glacial silt into the Berners. In the orthophoto below I’ve indicated 
the probable former extent of expanded Little Ice Age cirque glaciers with a blue tint.

Comparison of the 1929 and 2005 shots shows remarkable stability in the Berner’s flood plain. Probably the headwater glaciers had all 
retreated high up into their cirques already by 1929. In both views, fine sediments result in sedge marshes from wall to wall, with forests only 
on the raised levees bracketing the channels. The braided character of the channels is a carry-over from the period of aggradation when the 
river was still building up its floodplain.

At A and B there has been minor spruce colonization, but for the most part the low-gradient floodplain is too poorly drained to support rapid 

1929 2005
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tree growth. Point C is on the  Lace River. Comparing this 
reach in 29 and 05, there seems to have been scattered 
colonization on bar islands. Bar vegetation does not neces-
sarily indicate reduced sediment delivery because this reach 
is slowly being removed from tidal elevations by glacial 
rebound; channels have probably adjusted by downcutting.

Orthophoto of the Berner’s River headwaters.  Of the 
4 rivers feeding into Berner’s Bay, the Berners has 
the smallest watershed and is the only one that does 
not emanate from the Juneau Icefield. Many small 
former cirque glaciers (shown here in blue; there are 
others to the south of this view) have wasted away 
entirely since the peak of the Little Ice Age.

View up Gilkey River in 1929 (no retake yet).  I’m including 
this shot and the adjacent Lace River photo for comparison 
with the more vegetated Berner’s and Antler Rivers. The 
Gilkey and Lace continue to aggrade even today. Compare 
their appearance on following orthophoto.  
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The greater Berner’s watershed extends 
back into the border with British Colum-

bia. Of the 4 great rivers, 2 (the Lace 
and Gilkey) are still raw and aggrading, 

and 2 (the Berner’s and Antler) are 
underfit and marshy. These differences 
are reflected in the USFS channel-type 

codes, and are explained by the behav-
ior of glaciers in their headwaters.

View up Lace River in 1929 (no retake yet). Seven separate 
glaciers feed into the 5 branches of Lace River (labelled A-E 
right), comparable in their total extent to the merged tributar-
ies (Bucher Glacier, etc) that constitute the Gilkey Glacier.
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RP ID#  ob08006
location:  Antler River mouth
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290804
photographer: US Navy      
ID# FS-Z59
subject: end of aggradation
retake photographer RC 
time: 1223   elev: ~2000 ft   
bearing: 47o

N:  58.83o  W: 134.84o   
camera: Panasonic DMC 
FZ10  35-420mm
lens:  35mm 
spd/f-stop: 1/160  f4  

Antler River  The Antler River is intermediate in successional status 
between the marshy Berners and the barren Lace and Gilkey. This can be seen 
on the orthophoto, next page, comparing the relative amounts of palustrine and 
scrub/shrub wetland on the 4 rivers. 

On the margins of the floodplain in the 1929 scene, sedgey palustrine 
wetlands resemble those that dominate the Berner’s flood plain. The raw allu-
vium in the center foreground is the output of the Bucher spillover glacier that 
in 1929 occupied the place of today’s Antler Lake. The lake now serves as a 
sediment trap, and although the Antler River is somewhat more turbid than the 
Berners (compare water color in the 2005 shots) its bedload is much reduced. 

The main channel of the Antler (A) was raw in 1929 but today has grown 
in with alder/willow thickets and–in the least-often flooded higher spots–a few 
stringers of cottonwood. The overflow channel (B) was active in 1929 but today 
contains clear water, runoff from upland slopes. Scrub/shrub communities have 
colonized the channel fringes here as well.  

1929 2005
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USFS 1996 orthophoto of the Berner’s Bay river complex with National 
Wetlands Inventory (NWI) layer for palustrine versus shrub community 
types. Sedgey, treeless marshes (orange) are most abundant in the 
Berners, followed by the Antler, and then the Lace River floodplains. 
The Gilkey has almost none of this type. These palustrine wetlands are 
relatively long-lived. In fact they may persist for millennia without forest 
encroachment, barring reactivation of the floodplains by advancing 
glaciers.

Scrub/shrub (green) wetlands, on the other hand, are early succes-
sional communities of willow, alder, salmonberry, etc. They are often 
quite well-drained and may only briefly merit the wetland label, eventu-
ally succeeding to cottonwood or spruce forest. Those within the active 
flood plain—subject to annual or decadal overbank deposits—will resist 
conifer establishment. 

Notice that the north tributary of the Lace River–less active than the 
west branch–is also predominantly scrub/shrub wetland. 

With these distinctions in mind it’s possible to predict succession on 
the 4 floodplains. Assuming continued glacial recession, the existing 
palustrine wetlands will remain relatively unchanged. As headwater 
glaciers in the Lace and Gilkey systems recede off the floodplains onto 
upland slopes, the presently barren outwash surfaces will be colonized 
by scrub/shrub, then cottonwood forest, then spruce. In former back-
water eddy pools where fine silts collected, a few pockets of palustrine 
marsh will develop. 
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RP ID#  ob08014
location:  Point Howard Cove
date retaken: 20050811 
observers: RC, JS, MS 
date original: 19290622
photographer: US Navy      
ID#  FS-Y4
subject: uplifting estuary
retake photographer: RC 
time: 1304    elev: ~3000 ft   
bearing: 340o

N:  58.30o  W: 135.07o   
camera: Panasonic DMC FZ10  
35-420mm
lens:  90mm  
spd/f-stop: 1/400 f4  

Howard Cove   My shot of Howard Cove is a quarter mile east of the 1929 Navy oblique but 
allows rough comparison. As we swung into position, I also took a closeup (right) that provides 
more detail of the uplifting estuary. 

Point Howard is close to Glacier Bay, the epicenter of recent ice build-up and therefore the 
most rapidly rising part of Southeast Alaska. Uplift rate here is about 1 inch per year. 

Raised storm berms at A and B were being colonized by scattered small spruces 76 years ago 
and are now filled in with more, taller trees. (The A spit is also shown on the close-up below for 
orientation.) 

The close-up shot shows a rim of taller trees that completely encompasses Howard Cove, 
resembling the raised edge of a coin. This is a common feature where low-productive forests meet 
tidewater on uplifting shorelines. Raised beaches support a taller, more vigorous spruce forest.

Tide was higher in the 1929 shot, making it difficult to judge the expansion of salt marsh in 
response to uplift. Position C appears to have been a mostly unvegetated bay-mouth bar in 1929. 
Comparing this with the close-up below, the bar is now covered with high-marsh grasses (Elymus, 
Deschampsia) with a blueish-green tone. In the protected low marsh behind this bar yellowish-
green tones (D) are probably Lyngbye sedge.

A
C D

1929 2005
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